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Artist: Altmodisch
Release title: Altmodisch
Track listing:
1) My Children
2) We Look The Same
3) Take What You Need
4) What Have I Done
Genre: Indietronica, electronic
Label: Rust Music
Catalog #: rust/005
Release date: February 2nd 2009

About this release
Rust Music is proud to bring you yet another Danish debut artist after having already debuted Lad De
Små Børn Lege (rust/001) and We Go Ego (rust/003).
Aptly enough this 5th release Rust Music features a part of one of the artists name above, more precisely
Mathias Lyhne, who is 50 percent of Lad De Små Børn Lege (Danish for "Let The Little Children Play") and
25 percent of Altmodisch.
The EP is a combination of two tracks from the band's previously recorded and self-released EP (only
printed in 1.000 copies) and two fresh tracks from the studio created, recorded and produced specifically
for this release.

Biography
Altmodisch was founded in December 2007 by brothers Kristoffer (drums) and Mathias Lyhne (programming). Later the two were joined by their old childhood friend neighbor from the city of Vejle, Thomas
Mondrup (guitar) and later Hans Christian (vocals) from the sunny island of Bornholm.
The four draw inspiration from artists such as Portishead, The Notwist and Postal Service, labeling their
style "indietronica". They explore on the tension field between the electronic and the analog, the modern
and the old fashioned with focus on building and releasing the energy in every track. They do this with
combining floating collages of sound with catchy melodies, creating an irresistible indietronica cocktail.
The band is already in talks with a foreign label regarding a future album release, yet nothing remains
absolutely solid in this early phase.
For the people out there interested in linguistics, "Altmodisch" is German for "old fashioned". We let you
be the judge, whether or not that description fits the band, but we certainly don't believe so.

Previous praise
"The two guitar and keyboard playing singers Hans Christian and Thomas Mondrup in Altmodisch understand two come up with thoughtful and catchy tunes, like Postal Service, while Mathias and Kristoffer
Lyhne creates a solid, glitchy platform."
- Danish music magazine Soundvenue labelling Altmodisch "Soundvenue Selected" in November 2008.
Altmodisch: "Altmodisch" will be released on Rust Music on February 2 nd 2008.
Listen to the entire release on last.fm: http://www.last.fm/music/Altmodisch/Altmodisch
About Rust Music
Rust Music is a new Danish label run by Copenhagen concert venue and nightclub Rust. Instead of being another label
focused on feeding the mainstream market, Rust Music focuses on side projects, live versions and b-sides.
Rust Music will present the oblique and surprising approaches, which doesn't stick to the middle lane. Rust Music focuses on niche productions that would otherwise not have found their way to the market.
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